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Hate speech by the Czech Prime minister and attempt of intimidation of Members of
the CONT fact-finding mission to the Czech Republic from 26 to 28 February;
request for appropriate response by the European institutions.

Dear President,
From 26 to 28 February, the Committee on Budgetary Control organized a fact-finding mission to the
Czech Republic. I had the honour of chairing the CONT delegation. The purpose of this mission was
to get more information on how the Czech management and control systems comply with the EU
regulatory framework concerning structural funds and agricultural policy and, in particular, the
measures taken by the Czech authorities to prevent and remedy conflict of interests. In essence, the
mission, as all CONT missions, aimed to protect the good use of EU taxpayers’ money.
The fact-finding mission achieved its objective, and allowed CONT Members to get a better insight
and to conclude that in the Czech Republic there is currently no clear mechanism for the
implementation of Article 61 of the Financial Regulation on how to prevent and address situations
which may objectively be perceived as a conflict of interest.
What was however even more intriguing than the findings of the mission, was the language used by
the Czech Prime Minister Babis in a televised statement, widely reported also in the Czech media, in
which he characterized the two Czech MEPs taking part in this mission as “traitors” and qualified the
Chair of the CONT delegation as “insane”.
This absolutely inacceptable language may have contributed to the death threats which have been
expressed during the mission against the Czech members of the delegation and their families. One
Member and his family have meanwhile been placed under police protection. The other Member
contacted the police because of the growing number of death threats. Already in the weeks leading up
to the mission, we experienced strong and aggressive language against the work of the CONT and
the Commission, and I as Chair, faced threatening letters and comments on the internet.
The CONT delegation considers the language used by the Czech Prime Minister to be a serious
incident. It can only be characterized as hate speech and is a blatant attempt to intimidate Members
of the European Parliament in the exercise of their official functions. The European Union must not
tolerate such verbal abuse by a head of a European government towards Members of an EU
institution. This unbearable degradation of the style of political discourse requires a clear reply.
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On behalf of the CONT delegation, I would therefore respectfully request you to consider raising this
issue with the President of the Commission and the European Council and to communicate, in no
uncertain terms, to the Czech Prime Minister that the use of hate speech by a head of an EU
government aimed at intimidating Members of Parliament in the exercise of their official functions is
intolerable. It disregards the very function of the European Parliament in exercising control over
governmental action that is financed by EU funds, and the full independence of the European
Parliament and its Members from national governments. A civilised exchange of political arguments is
part of the European Rule of law culture; verbal abuse through intimidating hate speech at the highest
political level which passes unchallenged would risk undermining this culture.
Sincerely yours,
MH

